INTRO PAGE
Theo the cat is a lovable and friendly house cat that is full of personality. He found
himself homeless after his family moved away and Grace took him in. Theo loves
cuddles, kisses and kitty kibble, his favorite treat!
While Grace is at work all day Theo is free to roam the house but make no mistake
he gets into his fair share of mischief. Help Theo the cat navigate his day around the
house and make sure he doesn’t get into trouble so Grace will reward him with kitty
kibble when she gets home from work!
(PICTURE OF THEO)
Begin the Kitty Quest!
PART 1
(PICTURE OF THEO)
Theo sits on the dresser and watches Grace get ready for work, he’s sad that he’ll be
home alone all day and wishes she could spend every day like Sunday, watching
Netflix, eating snacks and giving him kitty cuddles. As he watches Grace get ready
the breeze blowing the string for the blinds catches his eye! He knows Grace will yell
if he jumps up from the dresser and knocks her things down but that string looks so
enticing!
CHOICE ONE: Jump down from the dresser and up onto the window the right way.
(user goes to page with bonus video of theo)
CHOICE TWO: Jump right to the window, I WANT THAT STRING!
(user goes to a punishment page and then back to part 1)
CHOICE THREE: Do nothing
(
user goes right onto part two)
PART 2
Before Grace leaves for work she fills up your food dish and water bowl to the top.
You run into the kitchen to watch her pour the food into the dish, got to make sure
she really fills it to the tippy top because eight hours with no human around is just
about an eternity for a cat! Grace quickly fills your water bowl then grabs her keys
and rushes out the door. BUT WHAT’S THIS?! She didn’t remember to give you a pet
or two before she left! How dare she!! Do you,
CHOICE ONE: Do nothing she loves you she probably just forgot
(user goes onto part 3)
CHOICE TWO: Knock over the water bowl!
(user goes to punishment page and back to part 2)

CHOICE THREE: Cry and rub into the door, come back human!!
(user goes to bonus theo video page & grace comes back to pet him)
PART 3
After grace leaves there isn’t much for a cat to do. After playing with the string on
the blinds, chasing dust under the couch and laying out in the sun you’re pretty
tuckered out. It’s time for a good ol’ fashion cat nap! You roam from room to room
looking for just the perfect corner to curl up in. You spot Grace’s plush pillow that
you’re not supposed to lay on, the recliner chair and your kitty bed. Do you,
CHOICE ONE: The pillow! Nothing says catnap more than a white plush pillow!
(User goes to the punishment page)
CHOICE TWO: The recliner, safe and sound.
(User goes onto part 4)
CHOICE THREE: Kitty bed, home sweet home.
(User goes onto bonus video page)
PART 4
You’re woken from your nap to see a fly has gotten into the house. You know Grace
hates bugs and she’ll be upset to see it flying around when she gets home. It’s time
to get this fly! But be careful because you might knock things down and then Grace
will be mad at you and the fly.

CHOICE ONE: Get the fly and don’t knock anything down.
(user goes to the good cat bonus video page)
CHOICE TWO: Get that fly at all costs
(user goes to the bad cat page and back to part 4)
CHOICE THREE: Leave the fly napping is more important anyway
(user goes to bad cat page and back to part 4)
PART 5
Keys in the door! Grace is home yayyyyy! Time for some kitty lovin’. You know grace
will be just as excited to see you as you are her so you dash to make it to the door.
The quickest way to the door is along the foyer ledge but you might knock a frame
down! Do you,
CHOICE ONE: Stay put Grace will come find you
(User goes to the end page)
CHOICE TWO: Run to the door
(User goes to bonus good cat page)
CHOICE THREE: GET TO THE DOOR!

(User goes to bad cat page and back to part 5)
END PAGE
Ah after a long day you get some kitty kibble, some cuddles and kisses and a spot
right next to grace on the couch. It’s not easy being Theo the cat but at the end of the
day the kitty loves and the affection from your human make it all worth it!
(THEO PICTURE)

